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foreword

Natural gift (detail), 2013-15,
oil on linen, 112 x 82 cms (cat. 6)

the directors of the scottish gallery are delighted to present ‘mother figures’, our first 
major solo show for derrick guild, an artist better known in london and New York than in 
his home country. it has been an exhibition long in the making (his production is necessarily 
slow) and a relationship even longer in coming to fruition, but the waiting is over and the 
results spectacular.

the artist grew up in the countryside outside Perth, out in the fields on his own, making 
little discoveries in the hedgerows and pathways of an archaic landscape, isolation feeding his 
imagination. he visited the local museum as often as he could and loved the odd juxtaposition 
of the exhibits: Victorian taxidermy, ethnography and paintings from the eighteenth century, 
objects redolent with history, exotic and immutable. At art school his extraordinary facility 
combined with a necessary measure of obsession allowed him to use painting as his chosen 
path of discovery. Art for guild is illusory, an artifice part confection part icon. his range of 
reference is astonishing, his art historical appropriations so complete, so compellingly absorbed 
into his personal iconography that we are beguiled. unlike most painters his starting point is 
not a blank sheet but a choice of point of reality; will he paint on a three dimensional object (his 
resin cast potato or orange) or will he create the illusion of a piece of parchment, complete with 
age-curled edges which becomes the imagined support of his images? like so much conceptual 
art of the last century a small debt is owed to marcel duchamp (we can think of his mona 
lisa) but guild is spiritually closer to Juan sanchez cotan, the seventeenth century spanish 
painter of the bodegon. there is present also a deep respect for the medium: the paint is always 
the servant of the idea, he shares a mastery of the medium with 20th century painters as diverse 
as william Nicholson, lucian freud and ken currie. his title ‘mother figures’ informs his 
themes of fecundity, renewal and ancient worship but like so many of his visual references it is 
deliberately opaque: as much disquieting as reassuring to those who seek meaning. 
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observing how easy it is to forget that the space of pictures is generated from its own content 
and “fused into a self-sufficient unity”, georg simmel remarked, 

to be sure, the work of art draws its content from reality; but from visions of 
reality it builds a sovereign realm. while the canvas and the pigment on it are 
parts of reality, the work of art constructed out of them exists in an ideal space 
which can no more come in contact with actual space than tones can touch 
smells.1

simmel’s quote offers a starting-point to think about derrick guild’s recent paintings: 
that their content is drawn from reality but from that they construct visions of the artist’s 
imagination; that the work as physical object is subjected to the contingencies of actual space 
and time, while, as a work of art, its space is wholly of the mind. truths of painting generally, 
but they lead towards what is distinctive about guild’s: the depictive skill that conjures up 
objects for aesthetic attention and the simultaneous contradiction of their semblance of reality; 
the illusion of aged surfaces that acknowledges the erosions of real time while extending them 
into attenuated fictional times; and above all how meanings are spun out of things – the things 
of the painter’s compulsive envisaging (william carlos williams’s dictum, “no ideas but in 
things” could as well be derrick guild’s). An interplay of visual and conceptual associations 
and contrasts propels the artist’s cast of characters through their adventures in different fictive 
realities; visions that, though they do not belong to everyday reality, grow out of it: he is not 
a painter of fantasy. 

to be specific, ‘Boarhills Botanical’ (2014-15) (cat. 1) depicts plants that grow in the artist’s 
garden (sunflowers, tulips, daffodils, dog roses and delphiniums) but here they sprout and 
bloom, hydra-like, from one composite stem in which all seasons and species are present 
together: nature, the one and many. Along with ‘After eden No. 3’ (2015) (cat. 2) it represents 
a theme that emerged from the artist’s two years on Ascension island (2007-09) where he 
encountered the man-made cloud forest, established by Joseph hooker in the mid-nineteenth 
century, in which plants from diverse locations and habitats now grow together. that 
impossible forest made real embodies the inexhaustibility and malleability of nature, which 
echoes at the domestic scale in ‘Boarhills Botanical’. the title alludes also to the inspiration of 
botanical illustrations, in which meticulous objectivity so often creates not truth to nature but 
lucid artifices remote from anything familiar to natural vision. trompe l’oeil is not the aim of 
botanical painting, and no more is it derrick guild’s. that would pitch his subjects too fully 
into concrete reality. realism must be sufficient, too much is destructive.
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1 georg simmel, ‘the handle’, 1911, p. 1.
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Painting time is looking time and thinking time. what is painted is thought about; new visual 
ideas arise not bound by rationalism’s iron cage. inexhaustibility and malleability are as much 
powers of the mind as attributes of nature; and each is shot through with the other in guild’s 
paintings. he is and is not a painter of nature, drawn to things seen and known but captivated 
by their translation into images, and to what happens when unlike things meet. A magellanic 
penguin – the last penguin, maybe – stares expectantly at an orange that it seems inclined to 
nestle: ‘Natural gift’ (2013-15) (cat. 6) imagines alien orders brought inexplicably together, a 
strange meeting on the shore of a melancholic and absurd land, a contingency which (the 
picture suggests) may yet come to be. 

there is something uncanny about guild’s works, something within their subjects that presses 
through to the physical surface into the image or object. this division in the heart of the subject 
drives flowers to entwine themselves against nature into pregnant and allusive messages – 
‘fever Bulb’ (2014-15) (cat. 4), ‘mother figures’ (2013) (cat. 3); it twists humble vegetables into 
confounding hybrids of nature and artifice that only some joker god would conceive (a sliced 
potato reveals a chocolate interior; another is studded with diamonds); it joins and disjoins 
the ghostly figures from watteau’s ‘fêtes galante’ and representations of (variously) onion, 
mushroom, goldfinch, fig, shell, in a dance of two registers of reality. the uncanny may be felt 
as a background dissonance that barely reaches consciousness, emerging from unresolved and 
unresolvable feelings. it can also signal the point at which the poetry of visible things assumes 
the guise of a dark comedy of contradiction. 

that something is connected to how guild makes time a constructive presence in his work. 
time is one of his actors as much as any of his objects, whether in ‘Boarhills Botanical’, ‘fête 
galante’ (2013-15) (cat. 19-25), ‘Natural gift’ or ‘Burnt cassowary’ (2013-15) (cat. 5). though 
diffused through everything, time’s presence is revealed, variously, by allusions to older works 
and sources, evoked by de-saturated colour or greyed and dark tonalities, mimicked in the 
dark wood of (specially made) display cases and the specimen-sculptures they protect, and 
manifested in painted stains, folds and tears. New works are framed by time; lustrous surfaces 
are dusted by it. 

time as an actor is manifest in ‘Burnt cassowary’, a paraphrase of Jean-Baptiste oudry’s 
‘cassowary’ of 1745 (the framing oval and painted folds are guild’s additions). the intimidating 
presence of the bird – which lived in the french royal menagerie – reflected its dangerous 
and strange character in oudry’s eyes: he noted that, “it will eat anything it is offered, even 
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the hottest coals”. the association of fire with the cassowary goes back to sixteenth century 
reports which told of a bird that breathed fire, and this mythic bird, with its burning life-force 
and the hot coals it could quench with ease, makes, with oudry’s memorable personification 
of the actual bird, a compelling subject for appropriation. oudry’s painting engenders a chain 
of associations of which historical fact and painted artefact are simply links, fused again in the 
artist’s imagination: bird, myth, life-force, and coals burning back into the ideal space of the 
painting.

retrospection is a factor in how derrick guild structures the true fictions that compel his 
drive to pictorial expression, but it is only part of the story; he has a complementary sense 
of them being launched towards the future, poised on the saddleback of the present moment 
(to borrow william James’s term) and potent with significance that he can make no claim to 
author or anticipate. it is the wager artists make, that the future will find their works rich for 
reinterpretation, or even prescient (who knows, genetic science may yet enable plants like that 
in ‘After eden No. 3’ to be cultivated). in the sovereign realm of pictorial art (as opposed to 
bio-art) mind changes reality by direct action; endlessly branching associations reach from the 
past to the artist, to the viewer, to the future: malleable and inexhaustible. when the world is 
re-made in imagination, it is not as a rejection of how we live in the world as it is, because that 
inhabiting is, through and through, already an act of imagination. things are constantly made 
over again in the interplay between the sensual and the symbolic: “the old totems – animals, 
rocks, objects charged with lightning”.2 

euAN mcArthur 
march 2015

2 Antonin Artaud, ‘the theatre and its double’, 1978, p. 5.
fever Bulb (detail), 2014-15,
oil on linen, 153 x 132 cms (cat. 4)
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1 Boarhills Botanical, 2014-15
oil on linen, 163 x 112 cms
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2 After eden No. 3, 2015
oil on linen, 62 x 47 cms
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3 mother figures, 2013
oil on linen, 183 x 152.5 cms
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4 fever Bulb, 2014-15
oil on linen, 153 x 132 cms
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5 Burnt cassowary, after oudry, 2013-15
oil on linen, 198 x 153 cms
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6 Natural gift, 2013-15
oil on linen, 112 x 82 cms
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7 No rhyme, 2015
oil and acrylic on cast resin with coloured cast resin, mirror in artist designed case, 132 x 79 x 48 cms
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8 Parmentier Potato, 2015
oil and cZ diamonds on cast resin, oil on linen in miniature frame, 25 x 11 x 6 cms
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9 cross Pollination, 2014
acrylic on cast resin, oil on linen in miniature frame, 24 x 10 x 6 cms
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10 crop Parsnip, 2014
oil and cZ diamonds on cast resin,15 x 5 x 5 cms
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11 charm, 2006-15
oil on cast resin with costume jewellery, 23 x 26 x 3 cms
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12 Natural gifts, 2014
mirror, oil on cast resin, pewter plates, natural amethyst, found plastic artichoke, artist designed case, 137 x 84 x 48 cms
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13 honey Bee Bread, 2014-15
oil on linen under oval mount, image size 16 x 21 cms, frame size 28 x 35 cms
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14 goldfinch and chain, 2014-15
oil on linen under oval mount, image size 16 x 21 cms, frame size 28 x 35 cms
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15 Bee Pear, 2015
oil on linen over panel, 24 x 26 cms
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16 fall and fell, 2014-15
oil on linen under oval mount, image size 16 x 21 cms, frame size 28 x 35 cms
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17 langoustine, 2014-15
oil on fabriano Pittura oil painting paper, image size 16 x 21 cms, frame size 28 x 35 cms
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18 Natural gift, candles, 2014-15
oil on fabriano Pittura oil painting paper, image size 16 x 21 cms, frame size 28 x 35 cms
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19 fête galante, fig, 2013-15
oil on linen, 46 x 36 cms
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20 fête galante, Peach, 2013-15
oil on linen, 46 x 36 cms
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21 fête galante, Apple, 2013-15
oil on linen, 46 x 36 cms
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22 fête galante, goldfinch, 2013-15
oil on linen, 46 x 36 cms
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23 fête galante, mushroom, 2013-15
oil on linen, 46 x 36 cms
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24 fête galante, onion, 2013-15
oil on linen, 46 x 36 cms
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25 fête galante, shell, 2013-15
oil on linen, 46 x 36 cms
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